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Jane Carter Solution Review
I was on a mission to find better haircare, when I came across Jane Carter Solution. I had
been using a cheap, drugstore brand of shampoo/conditioner which was not doing my hair
any favors. That combined with the extreme dryness of Las Vegas, left my hair dry and
frizzy. So I was very grateful to review the Jane Carter Solution Travel Kit which includes:
Moisture Nourishing Shampoo
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I also received samples of the curl defining cream.

Finding Your Hair Solution
A fun feature on the Jane Carter website is the Hair Wizard. The Hair Wizard will help you
find the best products for your hair. First, you are shown photos of different hair types.
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which lists your best products. There is also a link where you can purchase your
personalized haircare package.
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My hair solution is: Scalp Renew, Moisture Nourishing Shampoo, Nutrient Replenishing
Conditioner, Condition and Sculpt, Hair Nourishing Serum, and Hair Nourishing Cream.
Luckily all the products I need where included in the travel kit, so I got to try it all!
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My Thoughts
Here is my hair regimen:
1. I sprinkled the Scalp Renew onto my scalp and massaged it in. This product claims to
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stimulate hair growth and exfoliate. It felt nice and cool, invigorating. My only problem was
the very small, travel-sized bottle made it difficult to get the product out. However, the full
sized bottle appears to be much easier to use.
Scalp Renew sells for $20.00
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2. Next I used the Moisture Nourishing Shampoo and Nutrient Replenishing Conditioner. I
love the smell of all the Jane Carter products and this was no different. It’s hard to
describe, but it is wonderfully natural and subtle. Right out of the shower I could already
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tell my hair was more moisturized.
Moisture Nourishing Shampoo sells for $8.00
Nutrient Replenishing Conditioner sells for $13.00

3. After patting my hair dry, I used the Condition and Sculpt to give my curls hold while
they dried. Normally I use mousse to style, but I hate how it makes my hair so dry and
crunchy. After using the Condition and Sculpt, I liked the look of my curls. It did not have
as much hold as the mousse, but I was pleased that my hair was not dry and was actually
very soft!
Condition and Sculpt sells for $9.00

4. After my hair was dry, I used the Hair Nourishing Serum and Hair Nourishing Cream to
hydrate, get rid of any frizz, and add shine. These products were good with the adding
hydration and taming frizz, but it did not give me shine. However, it’s very hard for curly
hair to be shiny because of the texture, so I wasn’t really expecting much. I did really
appreciate the frizz control.
Hair Nourishing Serum sells for $20.00
Hair Nourishing Cream sells for $22.00
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Summary
Overall, I really like all the products I tried in the Travel Kit. They left my hair truly softer
then any other hair care products I have used; they also smell terrific. The price is decent
as well, especially for the shampoo and conditioner. I was really surprised how affordable
they were. If you have dry or unruly hair, no matter the type, I recommend Jane Carter
Solution.

Where to buy
You can buy Jane Carter products at several salons and stores. Visit their store locator to
find a place near you. You can also buy online at janecartersolution.com.
Check them out on Twitter and Facebook as well.
I have a material connection because I received a review copy, that I can keep for
consideration in preparing to write this content. The photos in this post are from the Jane
Carter Solution website.
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